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2022 NESC 201 Quiz

12 plays • 196 players

A public kahoot

Questions (51)

1 - Quiz

Select the red triangle

Red

Blue

Yellow

Green

2 - Quiz

What is the horiz. clearance between 115kV conductors of the same

circuit at the support? (U/E)

Not speci�ed

30 inches

6 inches

12 inches

3 - Slide

What is the horiz. clearance between 115kV conductors of the same

circuit at the support? (U/E)

Rule 235B, Pg 158. Exception on page 158.

20 sec

20 sec
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4 - Quiz

At pole, in supply space, what is min vert clear of an ADSS FO line and a

230C2 cable? (U/E)

30 inches

40 inches

12 inches

Not Speci�ed

5 - Slide

At pole, in supply space, what is min vert clear of an ADSS FO line and a

230C2 cable? (U/E)

Rule 235C1d; Pg 160 - Table 235-5 exception 9, page 176

6 - Quiz

A ground rod may be driven to ____ if within a vault, manhole, or similar

structure? (U/E)

8 feet

Not Speci�ed

7 feet 6 inches

Refusal Point

7 - Slide

A ground rod may be driven to ____ if within a vault, manhole, or similar

structure? (U/E)

Rule 094B2a(3) Exception 2. Page 31.

60 sec

60 sec
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8 - Quiz

Horizontal clearance from a pole to a railroad is ___ and can be reduced to

___?

25 feet/10 feet

12 feet/7 feet

12 feet/10 feet

22 feet/12 feet

9 - Slide

Horizontal clearance from a pole to a railroad is ___ and can be reduced to

___?

Rule 231C1 exception 1. Page 96.

10 - Quiz

Vert clearance of 230E1 cable along a roadway where traf�c is unlikely to

cross under cable? (U/E)

13 feet 6 inches

9 feet 6 inches

12 feet 6 inches

10 feet

11 - Slide

Vert clearance of 230E1 cable along a roadway where traf�c is unlikely to

cross under cable? (U/E)

Table 232-1, Row 10, exception 10. Page 104.

60 sec

90 sec
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12 - Quiz

What frequency range requires controls to mitigate exposure levels from

pole-mounted antennas?

3kHz to 300 GHz

300 kHz to 500 GHz

Greater than 500 GHz

Not speci�ed

13 - Slide

What frequency range requires controls to mitigate exposure levels from

pole-mounted antennas?

Rule 420Q; Page 288

14 - True or false

When working around energized line or equipment, employees can wear

exposed metallic articles.

True

False

15 - Slide

When working around energized line or equipment, employees can wear

exposed metallic articles.

Rule 420I3; Page 286,

60 sec

30 sec
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16 - Quiz

Approach distance for comm work for voltage range of 751V to 15kV

below 12,000 feet is

3 feet

1 foot 1 inch

2 feet 3 inches

Not Speci�ed

17 - Slide

Approach distance for comm work for voltage range of 751V to 15kV

below 12,000 feet is

Table 431-1; Page 294

18 - Quiz

At what elevation should a quali�ed supply worker wear fall protection?

All elevations

4 feet

6 feet

8 feet

19 - Slide

At what elevation should a quali�ed supply worker wear fall protection?

Rule 420K2; Page 287

60 sec

30 sec
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20 - Quiz

One should take care when extending metal ropes near energized high-

voltage lines because of

Static electricity

Reduced insulation

Reduced ground clearance

Induced voltage

21 - Slide

One should take care when extending metal ropes near energized high-

voltage lines because of

Rule 420C6; Page 285

22 - Quiz

What is the minimum clearance around a 230E1 cable from trees and

vegetation?

6 inches

3 feet

10 feet

Not Speci�ed

23 - Slide

What is the minimum clearance around a 230E1 cable from trees and

vegetation?

Rule 218A; Page 83

30 sec

30 sec
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24 - Quiz

In table 232-1 what is the min vert clear of an insulated comm cable

where trucks of 16 feet are expected

18 feet

15 feet 6 inches

17 feet 6 inches

23 feet 6 inches

25 - Slide

In table 232-1 what is the min vert clear of an insulated comm cable

where trucks of 16 feet are expected

Table 232-1 footnote 26, 16’-14’=2’ add 2’ with 15.5’=17.5 PAGE 103/106

26 - Quiz

Min vert clear between non insulated comm conductor over a horse

pasture.

8 feet

9 feet 6 inches

15 feet 6 inches

16 feet

27 - Slide

Min vert clear between non insulated comm conductor over a horse

pasture.

Rule 232B1/pg 97 - Table 232-1/pg 103

120 sec

60 sec
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28 - Quiz

What's the min clear of a 230C3 cable attached next to a window, not

designed to open

18 inches

3 feet

5 feet

Not Speci�ed

29 - Slide

What's the min clear of a 230C3 cable attached next to a window, not

designed to open

Rule 234C3d(2) exception 2; page 129.

30 - Quiz

Guy insulator shall prevent any portion of an anchor guy becoming

energized within _ feet of the ground.

1 feet

8 feet

16 feet

Not speci�ed

31 - Slide

Guy insulator shall prevent any portion of an anchor guy becoming

energized within _ feet of the ground.

Rule 215C2 a; Page 80

60 sec

30 sec
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32 - Quiz

Rule 261D2 should be applied to the strength requirements of which two

items:

Down guys

Crossarms

Pole strength

Braces

33 - Slide

Rule 261D2 should be applied to the strength requirements of which two

items:

Rule 261D2; Page 230

34 - Quiz

Transverse loads from conductors and messengers shall be the

horizontal load determined by:

Rule 252B2b

Rule 250

Rule 251

Rule 262

35 - Slide

Transverse loads from conductors and messengers shall be the

horizontal load determined by:

Rule 252B1/Rule 251; Page 223, 221

60 sec

120 sec
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36 - Quiz

What is the radial thickness of ice to be used in a Medium loading district

calculation?

1 inch

0.25 inch

12.5 inches

0 inches

37 - Slide

What is the radial thickness of ice to be used in a Medium loading district

calculation?

Rule: 250B Pg 203 - Table 250-1 Pg 217

38 - Quiz

When structures/supported facilities are __ feet above ground/water

extreme wind loading applies

80 feet

40 feet

50 feet

60 feet

39 - Slide

When structures/supported facilities are __ feet above ground/water

extreme wind loading applies

Rule: 250C; Pg 203

30 sec

60 sec
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40 - True or false

(T/F) The vertical load on line supports does not include potential radial

ice load (Not the load on the conductor)

True

False

41 - Slide

(T/F) The vertical load on line supports does not include potential radial

ice load (Not the load on the conductor)

True. Rule: 252A; Pg 222

42 - Quiz

What is the min. vert. distance needed to change climbing quadrant

through comm cables?

30 inches above and below

36 inches above and below

40 inches above and below

80 inches above and below

43 - Slide

What is the min. vert. distance needed to change climbing quadrant

through comm cables?

Rule 236A3; Page 184

60 sec

60 sec
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44 - Quiz

What is the minimum vegetation clearance requirement around a pole?

24 inches

36 inches

No pressure or de�ection

Not speci�ed

45 - Slide

What is the minimum vegetation clearance requirement around a pole?

Rule 218; Pg 83

46 - Quiz

Does a comm only pole, with cables under 150v and multiple

attachments  violate climbing or working space?

Violates climbing space

Violates working space

Violates both

Violates neither

47 - Slide

Does a comm only pole, with cables under 150v and multiple

attachments  violate climbing or working space?

Rule 236E; Pg 184 - Table 236-1: Page 187

60 sec

30 sec
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48 - Quiz

Per NESC, which of these items are allowed to intrude into climbing

space?

Protected vertical conductors attached to surface

Grounded streetlight masts

Communication ampli�ers

Grounded guy wire

49 - Slide

Per NESC, which of these items are allowed to intrude into climbing

space?

Rule 236H; Pg 185

50 - Quiz

Per the Working Space Rule, which 2 working conditions require

guarding of energized equipment?

Work encroaches on minimum approach distance

Equipment is above the top conductor

Equipment is below the top conductor

Equipment is owned by another utility

51 - Slide

Per the Working Space Rule, which 2 working conditions require

guarding of energized equipment?

Rule 237E1 & 3: Page 188

30 sec

60 sec


